
Creativity clicks!
THE GUIDE FOR BOOSTING YOUR 

CREATIVE AND PHOTO COMPETENCIES



This is a guide designed by participants of the
Training Course "Creativity Clicks!" that took
place in Vaskna, Estonia, 15-23.04.2023.  

It aims to boost your creative and photo skills.
The product contains descriptions and photos
of tools, methods, and games created by the
participants and the project team. 

You can use it for your work, group or team
activities, personal development, friends or
family meetings, or for any reason that fits you. 
For formal or non-formal purposes. 
It's up to you!

We are sure that it will help you become more
creative!  

Project Team

Hello
there!



About the
project

Increasing the knowledge of what creativity
actually is, who is creative (everyone, not just
artists), and how to unleash our own creative
potential as youth workers.
Developing the skills of unleashing and
unblocking our own creative potential as well
as supporting youth to do the same. 
Developing knowledge about photography
and photo literacy.
Honing practical skills in photography (pre-
production, production, and post-production)
as well as skills in promoting and
disseminating youth work through
photography. 
Increasing the awareness and attitudes on
the importance of creativity and
photography for youth work. 

The aim of the Training Course was to
simultaneously develop the creativity and
photography competencies of 24 European
youth workers from Estonia, Spain, Poland,
Greece, Turkey, Portugal, Romania, and
Germany.

It was achieved through the following objectives: "Creative confidence
is believing in your
ability to create
change in the world
around you."



The Project Team
ROMY ALEXANDRA
Romy is a learning experience designer and certified experiential
learning trainer on a mission to humanize learning spaces. She brings
over a decade of experience as a youth worker and has facilitated
training events in 30+ countries across 4 continents. Romy supports
organizations across the globe to transform content into creative,
effective, and engaging learning experiences. She holds
certifications in Experiential Learning by the Institute for Experiential
Learning (IFEL) as well in Experiential Critical Pedagogy by the
International Experiential Learning Network (IELN). Romy has found
her life purpose in empowering people to harness their (creative)
potential and confidence through experiential learning.

MARTIN MARK
Martin Mark is the leader of the hosting organization NGO
Revolution. He has been doing photography for more than 10
years, including different themes like 360 photography, virtual
tours, light paintings, drone photography, and time-lapse videos.
He has received recognition for his photos locally and
internationally. He has been teaching photography for children
and for adults, for beginners and for more advanced photography
enthusiasts. He is certified in Experiential Learning and Pedagogy
of the Oppressed by the International Experiential Learning
Network (IELN).

Undaunted optimist, looking for good sides in every situation -
according to the principle that "nothing happens without reason".
Urszula has more than 10 years of experience in project
management, designing learning paths, and working as a trainer
in an international environment. Values the most in professional
life-creating ambitious and challenging projects. The most
interested in - what seems impossible to do. Certified Design
Thinking Trainer. Enthusiast of using creativity, games and art as
educational tools.

URSZULA MALINSKA-MARK
/



Humans of 
Creativity Clicks
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Humans of 
Creativity Clicks



How to click
creativity?

TAKE A LOOK BELOW AT 
HELPFUL IDEAS CREATED BY US!

Choose creative courage - get
creative confidence
Think like a traveller and go
exploring
Take breaks - engage relax
attention
Observe your surroundings
Reframe challenges and points of
view
F.A.I.L. forward
Build a creative support network
Practice self compassion



AUTHORS: HONORATA, NORA, JUSTIN

Psychologically Safe Space



AUTHORS: HONORATA, NORA, JUSTIN



Creative Energizers

AUTHORS: LISA, GEORGIA, MARGAREETA, AND CHRISTOPHER

(videos - click on the picture))

https://photos.app.goo.gl/rFiPfomgX5QEYEUr8
https://photos.app.goo.gl/zvnyQXjkFrgqZecM9


Creative Energizers

AUTHORS: LISA, GEORGIA, MARGAREETA, AND CHRISTOPHER

(videos - click on the picture))

https://photos.app.goo.gl/qXb4d2hNKFY4vAFU7
https://photos.app.goo.gl/L3FugEQhq1NUx3T58


AUTHOR: SVETLANA

Photo Hunt



AUTHOR: SVETLANA



AUTHOR: SVETLANA



AUTHORS: OLESYA AND KONSTANTINOS

Creative Challenges



AUTHORS: OLESYA AND KONSTANTINOS



AUTHORS: OLESYA AND KONSTANTINOS



The set contains 35 hand-sketched cards. You can use them generate ideas,
get to know people or use as Dixit cards.

Creativity Cards

AUTHORS: MARGAREETA AND CARLA



AUTHOR: EWELINA

Creative Stories



AUTHOR: EWELINA



AUTHOR: EWELINA

Creative Postcard



AUTHOR: EWELINA



Diary of Daily Challenges

AUTHOR: TATIANA



AUTHOR: TATIANA



Cultivating Creativity - 7 day challenge

AUTHORS: ALANA AND VERONICA



AUTHORS: ALANA AND VERONICA



AUTHORS: ALANA AND VERONICA



AUTHORS: DAMLA AND ALVARO

Meditation For Children



 

AUTHORS: GEORGIA AND VERGINA

 
The idea is to present your thoughts, memories in creative way..
Visual Memories

Visual Memories

AUTHORS: MIRUNA AND CRISTINA



 
The idea is to roll the dice and challenge yourself with the activities you got at

the moment (in the dice).

Challenge Dice

AUTHOR: ELEONORA

Heal(th) Challenge 

AUTHOR: RANA



Create photos that show:
•one famous painting
•one famous movie poster
•one creative perspective

Creative Photos

AUTHORS: HUMANS OF CREATIVITY CLICKS



Creative Writing on Creativity

Haiku

Couplet

Creativity

Sharing thoughts on a piece of paper

To reach the whole world

From now on each day
I’ll try to express myself in a different way.

What you are looking for
You can search for it outside
Only yourself to find. 

I’ve known for a while

I have everything I need.

But today, it clicked.

Show your truth.
We shouldn’t hold back.
I admire you.

AUTHORS: HUMANS OF CREATIVITY CLICKS

Low mood is far too
embodied for me
Add a pirouette when rushing
from A to B

When this project will end
A lot of “I miss you” messages will be sent.

The battle has begun 
Between who I am and who I will become
No longer trying to be perfect
Because I know that I am worth it.



Story Spine

Once upon a time, there was a little boy.

And everyday he did many creative things. And experimented with different

types of art

Until one day that boy grew up

And because of that he had responsibilities and important and pressing

matters he needed to attend to

And because of that he had no time,energy and willingness to express

himself through art. 

And ever since then his creativity found different ways to express itself

through things other than art.

The end. 

AUTHORS: HUMANS OF CREATIVITY CLICKS

Once upon a time a girl named Julia was born
And everyday she tried to stand out from the group by being creative, artistic, and different,
but she never finished learning things that she liked.
Until one day Julia faced judgment and misunderstanding from people she loved and
because of that she started to close up to the creative side of her life.
And because of that she felt cold and disconnected from others.
Until finally she realized that there is nothing wrong with being different, it's just making
a person authentic. 
And ever since then Julia stopped being scared of differences and started to point them
out for herself and others

Once upon a time there was a simple girl, who

liked to do sports.

And everyday she used to go running in nature

Until one day when she was running, she tore the

ligaments in her foot.

And because of that she could no longer do what

she loved to do such as running in nature.

And because of that she had to creatively find

other things to do, such as drawing or taking

pictures.

Until she finally recovered from the injury.

And ever since then, she has never stopped doing

sports but always with due attention. 

Once upon a time, there was an unstoppable optimist. And every day, she thought positively about many, many things: life,
relationships, problems… She was almost skipping that “grieving” part in issues, and was immediately thinking about the
positive. Until one day, when she lost this core trait. This made her fill with negativity, leaving a considerably small place for
relaxing and smiling. She missed her old self, but she knew she needed to find the reason lying under this loss first. Until
finally, when she sat down and reflected on her past self and current self. She was in a quiet place with no distraction,
including her phone. That reflection and alone time felt like feeling the joy she used to feel. And ever since then, she became
more aware of herself. But this didn’t lead her to live a more stressful and stiff life. Instead, she felt more present in every
moment, relaxed and calm.



AUTHOR: DENIZ

Collage

"College can be a
great way to

encourage self-
expression and

creativity in
young people. 

 
It's a versatile

activity that can
be adapted to

suit a variety of
themes and

topics. 
 

As a guidance, as
we learned from

one of our books,
Margit, we just
have to start

without thinking
of the final

output and let
the process

reveal the final
image!"



Get inspired and start your journey with creativity and photography! 

For further questions, support, or cooperation on the topic of creativity and
photography, feel free to get  connected with the project team :
Romy Alexandra linkedin.com/in/romy-alexandra 
Martin Mark linkedin.com/in/martinmarkest
Urszula Malińska-Mark linkedin.com/in/urszula-mark

Now it's your turn!

Project coordinator:
GERMANY: JUGENDKULTURARBEIT EV
GREECE: IASIS
POLAND: FUNDACJA IDT
PORTUGAL: ASSOCIAÇÃO NOVO MUNDO AZUL
ROMANIA: ASOCIATIA YOUTHOPOLIS
SPAIN: TICKET2EUROPE
TURKEY: ISTANBUL KULTUR VE SPOR DERNEGI

ESTONIA: NGO REVOLUTSIOON
Project partners:

This publication has been created as a result of the Training Course  "CREATIVITY CLICKS" nr 2020-1-EE01-KA105-077683. 
The project was co-funded by the European UNION.

Views and opinions expressed are however those of the author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect those of the European
Union or the European Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA). Neither the European Union nor EACEA can be held

responsible for them.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/romy-alexandra
https://www.linkedin.com/in/martinmarkest
https://www.linkedin.com/in/urszula-mark

